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1. Leon is selling candy bars for a school fundraiser. He raises $3.00 for each candy bar
he sells. The graph shown below represents the total amount of money, in dollars,
Leon has raised based on the number of candy bars he has sold.
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The pattern continues.

A. Which axis represents the number of candy bars sold?

B. Write the ordered pair that represents the amount of money Leon raises for
selling 6 candy bars.
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1. Continued. Please refer to the previous page for task explanation.

C. Explain why it is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a
y-coordinate of 77.

Last year, Leon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar sales. This year, his goal is
to raise at least 2.5 times that amount.

D. What is the fewest candy bars Leon needs to sell to reach his goal for this
year? Show or explain all your work.
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Leon’s Candy Bar Sales 
Grade 5 Math 

Assessment Anchor this item will be reported under: 
M05.C-G.1 Graph points on the coordinate plane to solve real-world and mathematical 
problems. 

Specific Anchor Descriptor addressed by this item: 
M05.C-G.1.1 Identify parts of a coordinate grid and describe or interpret points given an 
ordered pair. 
M05.A-T.2.1 Use whole numbers and decimals to compute accurately (straight 
computation or word problems). 
M05.D-M.2.1 Organize, display, and answer questions based on data. 

Scoring Guide: 
Score In this item, the student – 

4 Demonstrates a thorough understanding of how to graph points on the coordinate 
plane to solve real-world and mathematical problems by correctly solving 
problems and clearly explaining procedures. 

3 Demonstrates a general understanding of how to graph points on the coordinate 
plane to solve real-world and mathematical problems by correctly solving 
problems and clearly explaining procedures with only minor errors or omissions. 

2 Demonstrates a partial understanding of how to graph points on the coordinate 
plane to solve real-world and mathematical problems by correctly performing a 
significant portion of the required task. 

1 Demonstrates minimal understanding of how to graph points on the coordinate 
plane to solve real-world and mathematical problems. 

0 The response has no correct answer and insufficient evidence to demonstrate any 
understanding of the mathematical concepts and procedures as required by the 
task. Response may show only information copied from the question. 

Top Scoring Student Response And Training Notes: 
Score Description 

4 Student earns 4 points. 
3 Student earns 3.0 – 3.5 points. 
2 Student earns 2.0 – 2.5 points. 
1 Student earns 0.5 - 1.5 points. 

       OR 
Student demonstrates minimal understanding of how to graph points on the 
coordinate plane to solve real-world and mathematical problems. 

0 Response is incorrect or contains some correct work that is irrelevant to the 
skill or concept being measured. 

PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set
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A. 
What? Why? 
x-axis
OR
x
OR
horizontal

(1 score point) 
1 point for correct answer 

B. 
What? Why? 
(6, 18) 

(1 score point) 
1 point for correct answer 

C. 
What? Why? 

Sample Explanation: 
Since Leon raises $3 for each candy bar he sells, the amount of money he raises 
must be a multiple of $3. However, $77 is not a multiple of $3, so none of the 
points on the graph will have 77 as a y-coordinate. 
OR equivalent 

(1 score point) 
1 point for correct and complete explanation 

OR ½ point for correct but incomplete explanation 

D. 
What? Why? 
200 (candy bars) Sample Work: 

2.5× 240 = 600 
600 ÷ 3 = 200 
OR 
Sample Explanation: 
I multiplied his total from last year ($240) by 2.5 to find his goal for 
this year ($600). To reach this goal, Leon would need to sell 600 ÷ 3 = 
200 candy bars. 
OR equivalent 

(1 score point) 
½ point for correct answer 
½ point for correct and complete support 

PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set
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MATHEMATICS SECTION2 

51. Leon is selling candy bars for a school fundraiser. He raises $3.00 for each candy bar
he sells. The graph shown below represents the total amount of money, in dollars,.
Leon has raised based on the number of candy bars he has sold.

The pattern continues. 
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A. Which axis represents the number of candy bars sold?

B. Write the ordered pair that represents the amount of money Leon raises for
selling 6 candy bars.
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.. MATHEMATICS SECTION2 

51. Continued. Please refer to the previous page for task explanation.

C. Explain why it is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a
y-coordinate of 77.

Last year, Leon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar sales. This year;, his goal is 
to raise at least 2.5 times that amount. 

D. What is the fewest candy bars Leon needs to sell to reach his goal for this
year? Show or explain all your work.
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The pattern oontfnues. 

LcQO ls soiling candy b,1rs Jor a schQol fundr.rtiser. He rois!'tS $3.00 ror each candy bar he sells. The g�ph shown balc;iw reprei;ents the IQtal 
amount of money, In doilats, Laoo ha!. raised based on the number or candy bars he has sold. 
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A. Which axis represents tho number of candy wu·s sold?

B, Wrile the ordered pair that roprescnls th& a.mount or monoy Leon raises for Slllllng 6 candy bars, 

C. Explai
.
n whr It is not p,osslbla for any· of \he Pl'}in1s on tha gmph to hava a

y.coardinate o 77. 

Because for eve,y candy bar sold Leon mal<es 3 
faclor,of 77 
l!"li11l® 

Las! year, Leon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar sates. This year, his goal is to raise at least 2.5 times that amount. 

D. Wh�l ls tho few&&t candy bara Leoti needs i<;> s(Jil to reach his goal for this year'! Show or expiain nll your worli.

First we have to figure out his goal this year: 240 + 2 = 120 !hen
'240 x 2 = 480 liOW 480 + 120 = 600 dollars.
Leon would have lo sell at the !east 200 candy bars because 
200 nwt{I' /mi's X $3p1·r lwr = $600 wtul 
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I- MATfIEMATICS SECTIONl 

51., Leon is selling candy bars for a school fundraiser. HE} raises $3.00 for each candy bar 
he sells. The graph shown below represents the total amount of money. in dollars, 
Leon has raised based on the number of candy bars he has sold. 

The pattern continues. 
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A_. Which axis represents the numb�r of candy bars sold?

7he 

B. Write the ordered pair that represents the amount of money Leon raises for
selling 6 cand� bars.
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.. MATHE.MA.tics 

51. Continued. Please refer to the previous page for task explanation ..

C. Explain why It is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a
y-coordlnate of 77 ..
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Last year. Leon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar sales .. This year. his goal is 
. to ra,se at least 4.5 times that amount ... 

D. What is the fewest candy bars Leon needs to sell to reach his goal for this
year'? Show or explain all your work_.,
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MATHEMATICS SECTION2 

51. Leon is selling candy bars for a school fundraiser. He raises $3.00 for each candy bar
he sells. The graph shown below represents the total amount of money, in dollars, 
Leon has raised based on the number of candy bars he has sold.

The pattern continues.
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A. Which axis represents the number of candy bars sold?

+V\� X CJ\X\S

B. Write the ordered pair that represents the amount of money Leon raises for
selling 6 candy bars. 
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1- MATHEMATICS SECTION2 

.. 

51. Continued. Please refer to the previous page for task explanation. 

C. Explain why it is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a
y-coordinate of 77 .. 1 

.�-\'>C, \f\d 'f �G��\ \ �t. for ct '(\ � �
O't\ t\-t · °} t , � �o �av �c,. '/ -t. ,:f\' rc\,\l\t �,� 
</; 1Je.CQ \A S0 7? ',� V\o-\-Q W\,V\W,\'r?\e�0J;, · 

Last year, Leon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar sales. This year, his goal is 
to raise at least 2.5 times that amount. 

D. What is the fewest candy bars Leon needs to sell to reach his goal for this
year? Show or explain all your work. 

After you have checked your work, close your answer booklet and 
test booklet so your teacher will know you are finished. 

COPYRIGHT© PA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. DO NOT DUPLICATE. 
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PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set 
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MATHEMATlCS SECTION2 

51. Leon is selling candy bars for a school fundraiser. He raises $3.00 for each candy bar
he sell�. The graph shown below represents the total amount of money, in dollars,
Leon has raised based on the number of candy bars he has sold ..

The pattern continues .. 
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B. Write the ordered pair that represents the amount of money Leon raises for
selling 6 candy bars ..
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PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set 

I-

MATHEMATICS SECTION 2 

51. Leon is selling candy bars for a school fundraiser. He raises $3.00 for each candy bar
he sells. The graph shown below represents the total amount of money, in dollars,
Leon has raised based on the number of candy bars he has sold ..

The pattern continues. 
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A. Which axis represents the number of candy bars sold'?

B. Write the ordered pair that represents the amount of money Leon raises for
selling 6 candy bars.
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PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set 

1-- MATJi.EMATlCS SECTION 2 

51., Continued. Please refer to the previous page for t�sk explanation. 

C. Explain why it is not possible for any of the points on the graph to hav� a
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Last year, Leon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar sales. This year. his goal-is 
to raise at least 2.5 times that amount. 

D. What is the fewest candy bars Leon needs to sell to reach his goal for this
year? Show or explain all your work_.
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The pattern contfnues. 

Leon ls selling candy bars for a school fundralser. HEt raises $.J.00 for each candy bar he sells. The graph shown below represents the total 
amount of mtiriey, in dollarn, Lecm has raised based on the number of c1,1ndy bars he has sold. 
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A. Which axis represents the number of candy bars sold? 

:,The x axis represents the 
!c.indy bars sold.

B. Write the ordered pair thal represents lhe .imount or mon�y Leon raises for selling 6 candy bars.
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E
. 
xplain whr it is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a

y-coordtnr1t� o 77, 

. To have a y coordinate or 77, you woold have 10 multiply by a decimal. 
Slncfl Leon cl1prges $3,00 a candy b.ar. that's no1 whore the decimal would. 
come from unless he started charging something odd, or he would have to 
. start selling halve� of candy bars, 
2�t,1'1000 

Last year, loon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar salos. Thls yoar, his goal is to ralse at least 2.5 timos that amount 

D. What Is the fewest camly bars Leon need$ lo 11eli to reach his goal for iltls year? Show or explain all your work,

$240 X 2,5 = $600 � 6"' 100 
1'.ilf1fj(}() 
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PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set 

Lec;,o is selling candy bors for a school fundralser. He raises $3.00 for each candy bar he sells. The graph showo belQW represents the total 
arnoum of money, in dollars, Leon has raised ba$ed on the number of candy ba,s he has sold. 

The ppttorn oontinuo:,, 

Leon's C.indy Bar Sales 
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A. Which al<is represents the number of candy bars sold?

\11,x,s x is 'II o(condy sold 

e. Wrllo the ordered palr that roprosonts tho amount or money Leon raises ror soiling 6 camly bars,

0 
I
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I 
C. El<plain why it Is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a 
y-coordinale of 77.

lt�fl!!Q\9QJ() v QQrdh'late 17 becaus�J�(\\ grnp_h only shO'J.>1$ ypJ() .!(), ...
6911000 

Last year, Leon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar sales. This year. his goal fs to raise at least 2.5 times lhat amount 

D, What is the fewest cMdy bars loon needs to sell to rench his goal for this year? Show or explain all Y()llr wot!\. 
0

leon will n�ed 200 candy bai'S lo seJI to reach his goal or 600$. ay my work 
lo find thal answor I multlptlod 240 x 2.5 lo"' 600$ and ovory bar oold Is 3$' 
so 600 + -3_"." 200 ca.ndt!>,a,rs.
1P.<1f ,i:�,1; 
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PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set

... MATHEMATICS SECTION.2 

51.. Leon is selling candy bars for a school fundraiser. He raises $3.00 for each candy bar 
he sells. The graph shown below represents th� total a'llount of money, in dollars, 
Leon has raised based on the number of candy bars he has sold •. 

The pattern continues. 
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A. Which axis represents the number of candy bars sold?

B. Write the ordered pair that r�presents the amount of money Leon raises for
selling 6 candy bars.

1 A. 0 points-incorrect answer.
B. 0 points -incorrect answer.
C. 1 point -correct and complete explanation.
D .. 5 point-correct answer; no credit for the support (run-on equation).
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PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set 
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. .,. MATHEMATICS SECTION2 

51. Continued. Please refer to the previous page for task explanation ...

C. Explain why it is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a
y-coordinate of 77,:

\ ts 

+he-r-e. is 

� 'iQ� 

77;,t) So 

k po-:ss, b ·Le.-
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Last year, Leon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar sales. This year, hi� goal is 
. to raise at least 2.5 tim�s that amount. 

D. What is the fewest candy bars Leon needs to sell to reach his goal for this
year? Show or explain all your work.
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PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set

1- MATHEMATICS SECTION2 

51. Continued. Please refer to the previous page for task explanation. 

C. Explain why it is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a
y-coordlnate of 77. 

e \, w<r J .() nr 3 661..fUP

io ecavS� th Y 
�o 1-.-�'

Last year, Leon raised a totaf of $240 from his candy bar sales. This year, his goal is 
to raise at least 2.5 times that amount. 

D. What is the fewest candy bars Leon needs to sell to reach his goal for this
year? Show or explain all your work. 
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PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set 

Loon Is 11elllng candy bars ror a school fundmlser. He raise.a $3.00 for each candy bar he sells. The graph shown below repreaenhl the total 
emounl Qf money, In dollars, Leon has rai!l(ld based on the number Qf candy bars he h.-is sold. 

The pattern conlfnues, 

Leon's Candy Bar- Sales 
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:& 8 . ....... !. ........ .
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A, Which axis «ipresenlS 11,e number of candy bars sold? 

)( 

e. Write the ordered pair that represents lhe amount of money Leon raises for selling 6 candy bars.

L] 
I'" I 

C, E"plain why It Is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a
y-coordlnate o 77. 

,It Is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a �-coordinaie
• of 77 .. because. on the. y.®ordinate there isn't. even a.number . 7.onJt. . .. •
141;11000 

Last year, Leon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar sales. This year, his goal is lo raise at least 2.5 times that amount 
O. What Is the fewo11t candy bars Leon needs to sell to reach his goal for thls year'? Show or exploln all your worf<.

[The fewsel candy bars he needs 10 sell 10 reach hls goal of 600 for thts
;year would be flrqund 1(Jll. 
11/j/ 11)00 
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PSSA Math: Leon's Candy Bar Sales (Grade 5); Anchor Set 

I- MATHEMATICS SECTION2 

51.- Leon is selling candy bars for a school fundraiser. He raises $3.00 for each candy bar 
he sells. The graph shown below represents the total amount of money, in dollars, 
Leon has raised based on the number of candy bars he has sold. 

The pattern continues. 
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A. Which axis represents the number of candy bars sold?

B. Write the ordered pair that represents the amount of money Leon raises for
selling 6 candy bars.
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... MATHEMATICS SECTION2 

51. Continued. Please refer to the previous page for task explanation.

C. Explain why it is not possible for any of the points on the graph to have a
y-coordinate of 77.

Last year, Leon raised a total of $240 from his candy bar sales. This year,_ his goal is 
to raise at least 2.5 times that amount. 

D. What is the fewest candy bars Leon needs to sell to reach his goal for this
year? Show or explain all your work.
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